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The European Network for Mental Health
Service Evaluation (ENMESH) held its
biannual conference this year in Tel Aviv,
Israel. The audience enjoyed a feeling of
homecoming, as they were again able to
meet, greet and discuss with other
researchers from across Europe and
beyond.

THE 14TH INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE OF THE EUROPEAN NETWORK FOR MENTAL HEALTH
SERVICE EVALUATION (ENMESH) - A PERSONAL REVIEW BY RENE KEET

AND

The central theme of the conference
was ‘Collectivism and Individualism in
Mental Health’, with a focus on four
subthemes: (1) immigration, (2)
multiculturalism, (3) mental health in
zones of conflicts and trauma, and (4)
translating clinical guidelines to
person-centred care.
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In addition, a special section was devoted to research related to mental health and
the COVID-19 pandemic.

In this personal review I highlight three aspects of the research presented there:

1 Rebalancing traditional science and peer expertise

2 Embedded research in a community mental health service

3 Research into recovery



In the opening presentation and in
several symposiums Mike Slade and
his team in Nottingham, England
discussed how mental health
interventions can be personalized.
Parallels were drawn with the
perspective of the expert-by-
experience in clinical interactions,
addressed by approaches such as
shared decision-making and rights-
oriented mental health systems which
aim to give individuals more say in
decisions affecting their lives.

The Citizen Science To Achieve
Coproduction at Scale (C-STACS)
applies citizen science approaches to
mental health. (researchintorecovery.
com/c-stacs), This is the first
systematic application of citizen
science methodology to mental
health. C-STACS is integrating
methodological frameworks from
Patient and Public Involvement in
mental health, User-Centred Design
and Experience approaches in digital
research, and citizen science
approaches in the natural sciences.
This demonstrates how new types of
knowledge can be co-produced
through mass participation.

Narrative Experiences Online (NEON) is
a research study running from 2017-
2023. NEON is testing whether having
online access to people’s real-life
stories of recovery from mental ill
health can be helpful for people
experiencing psychosis or other
mental health problems and their
carers.

From 2017 to 2019 the focus in NEON
was on developing a good
understanding of what a recovery
story is, how recovery stories make an
impact, and how to collect and
present these stories. 

A distinction was drawn between
traditional scientific research, which
produces nomothetic knowledge such
as from randomised controlled trials
and systematic reviews, and
idiographic knowledge held by the
individual about their values and
treatment preferences. 

They discussed that we need to re-balance the knowledge equation in research, with
more emphasis given to idiographic knowledge about individual differences. The
changes in 2021 to the Medical Research Council (MRC) framework for evaluation of
complex interventions reflect this change in emphasis.

Two examples were shown during the conference: C-STACS and NEON. 
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1. Rebalancing traditional science and peer expertise

C-STACS NEON



A whole system reform has taken
place: ‘specialists together in the
community' (STIC). We described the
reform and the results of the
qualitative and quantitative evaluation
of the model and patient's outcomes. 

The reform was based on the
principles of recovery, social learning
and peer expertise. 

The following shared visions were
developed:

    Your client is my client: professionals
help each other by sharing expertise;

    Positive Psychiatry: psychiatry based
upon strengths;

    Recovery is the grounded vision for
all;

    We work neighbourhood-oriented:
teams have a catchment area around
30.000 inhabitants;

    Form a treatment team per client:
bring the expertise to the client as an
alternative to referring;

     Every professional is a member of a
team: a pure network structure is too
loose;

  Securing and growing specialist
competencies: shaping networks of
expertise.

Together with my colleagues Malou Besselink, Rosa van Mourik and Marty Dijkstra, I
was given the opportunity to show examples of evaluation type of research done at
the community mental health service GGZ Noord-Holland-Noord in The Netherlands.
In this service, the cradle of the flexible assertive community treatment (FACT) model,
we evaluated:

A The outcome of an organizational reform: specialists together in the community
(STIC)

B  The effect of artistic practices (SPOT)

C The recovery-oriented intake (ROI) 
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2. Embedded research

A. Specialists together in the community (STIC)
 



Rosa van Mourik presented an
exploratory qualitative and
quantitative study on an Art Project
called  “SPOT” - a safe place where
young persons can discover their your
talents by developing in the arts.

The name SPOT was chosen by the
participants.

SPOT offers a low-threshold program,
supervised by art teachers, in which
the arts themselves play a central role. 

Marty Dijkstra described how we
developed a method to bring the
principles of recovery (talents,
strengths and goals of the client are
central) into the first meeting of a
client with a mental health service, the
intake.

In this recovery-oriented intake (ROI)
the clients were asked what
happened, what are their strengths
and vulnerabilities, where they want to
go in life and what support do they
need.

The intake was done by three
professionals: a lead professional (LP:
psychiatrist, psychologist or nurse-
practitioner), a coordinating
professional (CP) and a peer expert. 

This study deepened our insight in
what matters for a client during intake:
to experience a central position and a
process of shared decision making. 

We examined this in a co-design start in which the youngsters are actively involved.

It is emphatically not a treatment like
creative therapy, in which the arts are
a means of accessing and expressing
feelings.

At SPOT, the arts themselves are the
goal. The target groups are youngsters
who currently receive mental health
treatment, youngsters who are waiting
for mental health treatment and
youngsters with mental issues but not
having treatment or being on a
waiting list (yet).
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B. The effect of artistic practices on mental health and well-being

C. Recovery oriented intake (ROI)



Stynke Castelein from Groningen, The
Netherlands presented her research
into the process of recovery.

Recovery in mental health is a
complex process influenced by
multiple factors, including the nature
and severity of psychiatric symptoms,
social determinants such as social
network and work, and one’s own
experience of recovery, reflecting
hope, identity and meaning.

Studying the outcomes in these three
domains simultaneously was so far not
performed.

It is common practice to reduce data
to dichotomous variables on
subdomains or to use a total score to
reflect overall functioning.

Save the date for our next webinar organized by our co-founder, Ionela Petrea.

Community care – how do we make it happen? Transition to a patient-centred, high-
quality, participative and sustainable mental health system requires not just effective
implementation of isolated interventions and good practices.

It necessitates defining a comprehensive model of care which is based on the best
available evidence, it links to strategic plans while also having localised flexibility, is
patient-centric, innovative and collaborative, supports integrated care, and at the
same time is sustainable financially and supports efficient utilisation of resources.

On Wednesday the 28th of September, Ionela Petrea will host a webinar on models of
care in community mental health.

This seminar will focus on successful examples of implementing community-based
models of care, looking into how they are designed and delivered in a number of
countries. Drawing on their achievements and challenges they encountered, we will
seek to learn from their experiences and get inspired from their impetus for change.

Both approaches imply that
information is lost about which
domains pose the biggest difficulties
for people with psychosis.

To address these methodological
challenges, she presented a mixture
latent Markov model (MLMM), a novel
approach in mental health care.

In her lecture, she showed that
recovery can be a sprint as well as a
marathon and that the main
challenge is in recovery of social
functioning. 
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B. The effect of artistic practices on mental health and well-being

Rene Keet, chair of EUCOMS
July 2022

Models of Care - a EUCOMS Webinar



OUR PARTNERS' EVENTS

CLICK HERE TO REVIEW THE PREVIOUS WEBINARS
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DO YOU WANT TO BECOME A PARTNER?

CLICK TO JOIN OUR NETWORK
CLICK TO SUBSCRIBE TO OUR

EMAIL NEWSLETTER

That is possible! Becoming a partner or collaborator is open for individuals and
organisations that provide or support services for people affected by mental
illness. For more information and to register please click the link below.
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